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COMMODORE JOHN MARKOS
At the helm

Welcome to the second edition of the new OFFSHORE. As with any new undertaking or venture, particularly one which is as exciting and progressive as producing our own magazine, there is a teething period. Mostly this is where we work out what we’re doing right and inevitably which areas we need to work on. We’ve had a lot of feedback from the Member group which we value highly. Whilst there has been a positive response overall, we are aware we can’t make this a better magazine without constructive criticism. As such we welcome all your feedback, the good, the bad and the ugly!

One of the initiatives that has come about since the first edition of OFFSHORE, is that we are going to produce a link to a PDF issue of the magazine. This will enable Members to get a hot-off-the-press version of the magazine via email, without waiting for Australia Post to deliver it. In some cases, it took up to two weeks for the previous magazine to be delivered to Members after it left the mailhouse. Moving forward, Members who would prefer the online link over the magazine will have the option to opt out of the printed version.

Since I last wrote in this column there has been a great deal of racing in the sailing calendar. The Great Veterans Race was run on 21 April and was followed by a very well attended prize-giving. The Ladies Day Race opened the Winter Series on 22 April, under the flag of our new sponsor Audi Centre Sydney. We’ve had 102 participating boats in the very well attended prize-giving. The bespoke beverages have been highly prized by the cocktail aficionados at the Club.

In further sailing news, the Sydney Gold Coast Race is just around the corner, which will start the Blue Water Pointscore Series. Please note also, the Notice of Race for the 74th Rolex Sydney Hobart Race is now available. The Invictus Games Sydney 2018 is an addition to our events line-up this year. Sailing and cycling will open the Games which continue through to 27 October. We are proud that the CYCA is the inaugural sailing venue for the Games on 21 October.

On the social front we’ve had a great atmosphere at summer prize-giving in our very popular temporary Clubhouse. Gus, our new resident mixologist, has been working the Contreau Cocktail Bar. This has certainly proved a welcome addition to the weekend events. The bespoke beverages have been highly prized by the cocktail aficionados at the Club.

In closing, my time as Commodore of the CYCA will end before the next edition of OFFSHORE comes out. It has been a pleasure to contribute to and steer OFFSHORE with the support of Karen and the Board, and everyone who advised and supported us along the journey over the past two years.

NEWS IN BRIEF

INVICTUS GAMES
Sailing is a brand new addition to the Invictus Games and is one of our biggest and exciting new events. It is the sailing venue for the Invictus Games Sydney 2018. The CYCA will be providing a fleet of Elliott 7s for the race, competing at Farm Cove and will also host the medal ceremony on Sunday 21 October. The CYCA is delighted to also be co-hosting the Family and Friends function in conjunction with our neighbours RANSA.

VOLVO OCEAN RACE PRESENTATION
It was a full house in the temporary CYCA Clubhouse for the VOR presentation by Jordan Spenciar and Nick Bice (right with Commodore John Markos and CEO Karen Grega). The organisers of the race are considering having two classes of boats racing in 2021, potentially with the existing 65 one-design class and another class, yet to be determined, competing in the same race. This will enable VOR to tap into an existing inventory of round-the-world race boats that are at the cutting edge of technology. They see this as a way to challenge the best sailors in the world with a class that encourages development and sits at the forefront of the sport.

MUSTO AND CYCA EXTEND LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIP
The world’s leading sailing clothing brand, Musto, has committed to another three-year sponsorship agreement with the CYCA, signing on once again to sponsor the Musto Youth Match Racing Championship. We are delighted to have Musto on board for another three years and to work with this renowned company in partnership again.

The CYCA’s online shop houses much of the Musto range with the CYCA’s distinctive branding. Shop shop.cyca.com.au for more. The CYCA’s online shop is open 24/7, perfect for your sailing-related merchandise cravings... wherever they hit!

EXCITING NEWS FOR AUDI CENTRE SYDNEY BLUE WATER POINTSCORE SERIES
This year’s event participating in the Audi Centre Sydney Blue Water Pointscore Series will be equipped with trackers. This will mean family and friends can check the progress of the boats, in much the same way they do with the Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race and Sydney Gold Coast Yacht Race.

The Audi Centre Sydney Blue Water Pointscore Series will also have its own new website in coming weeks. This is part of our new promotional campaign to raise the profile of our premier Series. Stay locked on cyca.com.au for news on this as it develops.

THE LATEST ON HISTORIC 74TH ROLEX SYDNEY HOBART
The Cruising Yacht Club of Australia has released the Notice of Race for the 2018 Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race. This iconic race, starting in Sydney Harbour on Boxing Day, is considered one of the world’s most challenging racing events. With an estimated 90 boats expected to enter this year, we are looking forward to yet another exceptional race down to Hobart, showcasing the skill set and resilience of the competitors.

For the latest on the race, including news as it happens, visit rolexsydneyhobart.com - the official website of the Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race.
Not a single gybe or tack for the ocean-cleaner, Steve Capell’s 40-tonne Swan 65 Eve; 1 day, 19 hours taken off the previous record by Mick Martin’s Frantic, and a clean sweep of the handicap trophies by Seb Bohm’s Rogers 46 Smuggler.

These were just a few of the high points of the PONANT Sydney Noumea Yacht Race, tried and tested by the CYCA for the first time in 25 years.

A fleet of 22 yachts set off from Sydney Harbour in the aftermath of a winter low-pressure system that delayed the start by 18 hours, to Sunday June 4. Forty-knot winds and an unsavoury sea state offshore brought about the race Committee’s decision, and for the eventual IRC, ORCi and PHS winner Smuggler, the delay was crucial to their success. Plus it kept likely damage and retirements contained.

Hobart boat She’s Apples II sadly dismasted within the first four hours and Tony Levett’s Sydney 38 TSA Management pulled out a short while later with battery issues. The rest of the fleet carried on in building trade winds and other than some boats blowing out sails, the race was incident-free.

Mick Martin’s TP52 Frantic from Newcastle lived up to its name, riding the trade winds conveyor to the beautiful French-speaking island of New Caledonia in the Coral Sea in a time of 4 days 2 hours 23 minutes.

The last to arrive, Michael Graham’s Lake Macquarie Swan 43 Santana took 7 days 5 hours 2 minutes after the sou’easters ran out of puff.

“When the breeze got up to 25-30 knots we just smoked,” said Martin, the former Wallaby winger. “Any kite work you had to go and see the bank manager. We blew up a fractional code zero and a kite - I’m still crying about that - but it was worth it.”

The youngest and coolest skipper in the fleet by a good margin, Sebastian Bohm of Smuggler enjoyed his best blue water result so far.

The collaborative Anzac spirit between organisers of the coinciding races that left Sydney and Auckland on the same day worked well in terms of the finish at Port Moselle and communication camaraderie. The timing of the two coinciding races was deliberate, to feed boats from those ports into the biennial New Caledonia Groupama Race one week later, and of course there were bets on as to whether an Aussie or Kiwi would reach Noumea first. The New Zealanders won this time. Just.

Having a race sponsor who speaks French and works in the marine industry created a very positive synergy said CYCA Commodore John Markos. PONANT’s first sailing ship, Le Ponant, is still taking guests throughout the world and their 30-year heritage and passion for the sea was evident in their support of the reinvigorated event, which last ran from the Club in 1993.

The race to Noumea
Some Australian yacht clubs refer to the absence of 30- and 40-year-old boat owners running sizeable blue water crews as ‘the valley of death’. It’s the time when these age groups are typically less financial and racing around after family instead of around the buoys, or islands afar.

At 37, the IRC overall winner of the 1,064-nautical-mile PONANT Sydney Noumea Yacht Race, Sebastian Bohm, knows he’s the odd one out when it comes to the average age on an average blue water skipper list.

Bohm started sailing in Adelaide on his father’s various keelboats and went straight past youth classes into the offshore scene. The first boat he owned was a J24 and after five years of campaigning to a national level he stepped up to a Mumm 36 called Marabunta, meaning flesh-eating ant, racing for the Royal South Australian Yacht Squadron.

“We did a lot of offshores races; Port Lincoln, Haystack, down to Kangaroo Island,” Bohm remembers. “Looking back I’m surprised we are all still walking around. We just went for it.”

The greater waterline length of a Sydney 38 called Slipknot and a switch to the Cruising Yacht Club of South Australia marked the next stage of Bohm’s development as an owner/skipper, and yachtsman.

When the family tour promotion business, Adrian Bohm Presents, brought Bohm to Sydney more frequently, he’d try for crew spots out of the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia and it was there he linked up with Bruce Foye’s team on The Goat.

Relocation to Sydney for work became necessary and when the Rogers 46 Celestial came up for sale, Bohm and Foye went into partnership in 2015, ticked off two Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Races with The Goat then Bohm moved to sole owner.

The Rogers was renamed Smuggler, a reference to Bohm’s successful Adelaide band Beat Smugglers which in its heyday supported global acts like The Black-Eyed Peas and Jamiroquai. Now he’s living his motto: “Work hard, sail hard.”

“Smuggler has always been a competitive boat; we just need to harness its power,” Bohm said from Port Moselle marina the day of the trophy presentation for the PONANT Sydney Noumea Yacht race.

“We haven’t done a lot of tight reaching in big seas before and the boat handled it perfectly. We were 70-80 degrees off the wind, surfing waves and sitting on 14 knots constantly. Our navigator David Van Der Wende made some great tactical decisions and got us as far east as we could, anticipating the big south-easter coming in. That set us up for a nice angle straight to Noumea.”

“Everyone’s ecstatic with the result. We don’t have the biggest budget, we just know it’s a really good boat. We were stoked to get sixth overall in the Hobart race; to win the Sydney Noumea race is really special.”

Right-hand man Sam Price pulled together the talent pool together. After a 19 hour start delay from Sydney, due to strong winds and a dangerous sea-state, it set up the perfect scenario for Smuggler to blast reach in the 15-30 knot sou’east trade winds which blessed the 22-boat Fleet.

Other than the dark bulbous clouds out to sea that brought the boat to a standstill on a couple of occasions, the Rogers romped in a north-easterly direction across the Coral Sea at an average 10.6 knots, cementing it as the IRC favourite when Tony Kirby’s Ker 46 Patrice relinquished the top spot.

“We learnt it can be very wet boat. We were hit in the face with water for four days, but I will say the water was getting warmer the further north we went. Downwind in the Hobart with a spinnaker everyone’s at the back of the boat; this race we had to be on the rail.

“Because we are a younger crew and appear to be having fun we do attract a lot of talented fun people. For offshore we pick the best of the best; we are lucky to have people who want to sail with us,” said the ever-gracious skipper.

Adrian Bohm is a great supporter of his son’s passion for the sport of ocean racing though the current machine is on a new level altogether. “My dad comes out with us every-now-and-then, he thinks it’s pretty full-on,” Bohm smiles.
It has been over two years since the CYCA architect’s Allen Jack + Cottier stood up in the Freya Room and outlined what was proposed for the two-stage refurbishment. The Annex, Stage 1 and the CYCA Clubhouse, Stage 2.

Fast forward to May 2018 and much progress has been made. Stage one is complete and has been operational now for the past seven months.

With the completion of our renovated Clubhouse, now only four months away, allow me to take you on a tour of what to expect.

**Ground floor**

The once-dark, enclosed space with limited marina glimpses now offers an extended view of our marina. All of the bathrooms, male, female and disabled access, are located on the right-hand side before the Rani Room. The once-centrally-located kitchen is now at the back of house to maximise the view from the interior. While the Rani Room will remain open as before, it can now be converted, with operable walls, into a private function space.

The interior look and feel of the Sydney Hobart Bar is more sophisticated - from the increased length of the bar along with polished concrete flooring, acoustic ceiling panels and a new contemporary lighting plan. There are also new discreet pigeon holes for crew bags.

With a more open space throughout the Clubhouse, an interactive touch screen now provides images and details of past winners of the Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race, replacing some of the prints and memorabilia on the walls. Our new ‘Café 44’ will service our members and guests, as well as users of Rushcutters Bay Park. The café is located along the far wall adjoining the park with a new opening out to the sunset gate.

The central external staircase is now on the park side of the building, opening the upper deck area for a dining space and a lounge area. The now enclosed void under the stairs provides much-needed storage space for items such as the barbecue, spit and Paella dish.

**Deck**

The polished concrete flooring extends out onto the main deck with an operable, slat roof structure over the deck. The new roof also includes drop-down wet-weather protection and heating to maximise the usage of this area in all conditions.

The deck area on the ground floor is increased to accommodate an additional disabled access ramp with stairs from the main deck to the lower deck extending the full width of the deck.

The lower deck is now also dog friendly, so you and your canine companions can enjoy a social outing together.
When you climb the spotted-gum timber stairs to the members-only area, The Coasters Retreat, there is an elegant change in design. The contemporary concrete finishes give way to a warmer selection of materials, carpet and brass fittings.

Turning right, you’ll now find female toilets adjoining the male toilets and an additional disabled access toilet with the new entrance to Coasters Retreat directly in front of you.

Internally the space is divided by a double-sided fireplace which offers a quiet and more relaxed lounge environment to the right, with an archives/reading space where the Board Room used to be.

On the other side of the fire place is the new bar area, with high-back stools, tables and two longer benches.

New glass sliding doors run the width of the upper floor offering enhanced soundproofing, a key issue addressed in all upstairs function rooms.

There is now only one expanded access point from Coasters Retreat into the Morna Room on the water side.

There are new acoustic ceilings in each function space, with additional acoustic treatment to the sliding door of the Morna Room, the operable walls between the rooms and on the new timber doors leading into all function rooms.

| The board room has been removed to open up Coasters Retreat. |
| Level 1 Freya and Morna Rooms in function mode. |

Freya Room
The newest feature to the Freya Room is the addition of a third centre window on the park side back wall providing enhanced views of both the park and the water (left). The previous expanse of white wall did nothing to promote our unique park and harbour ambience this room offers.

Flexible training room
To the left of the back wall is the flexible training room. This was previously the furniture storage/AV area. This room provides a classroom for the YSA or can be opened up to increase the size of the function space offered by the Freya and Morna Rooms. This room also has a new window on the park side to maximise the view in function mode.

Level 1 back of house
Adjoining the training room on the New Beach Road side is the relocated furniture storage area and catering office.

In the upstairs back of house area the existing kitchen and cold room are expanded and upgraded to more adequately cater for Club functions.

Topping off the refurbishment, literally, are the solar panels which will be installed as part of our sustainability program and to reduce the ever-increasing electricity costs.

Ground floor back of house
Venturing down the backstairs is the less seen loading dock and enhanced keg room area providing more efficient access for staff attending to beer and goods deliveries. An enhanced beer reticulation system means less waste into the future.

Having now done the rounds of the new CYCA Clubhouse, we look forward to creating new memories within, as we approach the 75th anniversary of the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia and the 75th Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race in 2019.
It’s been a big six months for Matt Allen. After a dream- come-true finish, winning 2017 the Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race, he followed it up by winning the Brisbane to Gladstone. It was the first time anyone has won the double. In the same breath he managed to break the world record for the fastest time for a conventionally ballasted boat…

OFFSHORE: You’ve got a pretty impressive CV Matt. You’re the Australian Sailing President, you’ve been elected to the Australian Olympic Committee (AOC) Executive Board, you’re a former commodore of the CYCA…

Matt: Too many hats!

OFFSHORE: So where did this first start? Where did your love of sailing come from?

Matt: Well, my father was a commodore of a boating Club. It was really more about fishing and water-skiing and cruising on Port Phillip Bay in a suburb called Mount Eliza. They were trying to get more sailing happening in the club, so my father bought my brother and I a Mirror dinghy. I think my brother went out on Saturday and said, “I don’t like this, I want to go water-skiing and chase girls.” And I was a bit younger, so I went sailing and had no idea what I was doing. And, you know … I still don’t. I guess it just carried on from there. Sailing has been a passion that’s gone the whole of my life since about the age of 10 or 11.

OFFSHORE: You did your first Hobart when you were 17 years old. How has it changed since then?

Matt: It’s quite different. In those days, there was virtually no-one being paid on board. The boats were a lot slower so you had a lot more time, especially coming up from Melbourne. You’d leave Melbourne on the 6th of December. And you’d come up and do the Southern Cross Series. The last race of the Southern Cross Series was the Sydney to Hobart. You’d head down to Hobart and it would take, four or five days to get there and then you’d spend probably a week there.

You’d cruise back and stop off at Triabunna and do the Crayfish Derby, maybe stop off in Bicheno and at Deal Island. You’d go for a swim in the very balmy waters of Bass Strait! Everything happened so much more slowly. It seemed like you were almost away for six weeks, maybe seven, just to do the Southern Cross Series.

And people weren’t rushing off to get back on aeroplanes. They would hang around and enjoy the ambience. You got to know people a lot better, you spent a lot more time with them. In those days, you could actually stay on board the boats. So we didn’t stay in a motel or wherever, we just stayed on board. We’d wake up every morning, have a shower and then you’d work on the boat. There was just a lot more time. I think as a crew you became very close. I think people from that era, you became such close friends with them, that sort of bond stays with you forever. You just spent so much time with them and had so many experiences, on and off the water. In those days when you got down to Hobart, most of the boats were in Constitution Dock. You were actually able to walk across Constitution Dock. Not that I can walk on water yet, but just going from boat to boat. And everyone would be sitting there in their little cockpits, and there’d be a couple of cold ones in the fridge, and you’d be walking across, and somebody would say, “Hey, do you want a beer?” or something like that. And you’d sit with them and have a beer.

OFFSHORE: How does that compare to the professionalism in racing now?

Matt: Yeah, it’s totally different, because you almost don’t want to have a party on a modern race boat. And you can’t really sleep in a modern race boat. You can barely do it at sea, let alone in the dock. So it’s very different. People tend to fly out pretty quickly.
Matt: ever get scared at sea?

OFFSHORE: heads, we were buried in water for a long time. Do you Sydney Hobart Yacht Race, “We had water above our obviously things can go wrong at sea. In an interview earlier ones in the entire world. And the engineering was just sort of make it up as you go along. We really had no idea. We were just using more judgment than anything else.

OFFSHORE: On to a slightly more serious question: obviously things can go wrong at sea. In an interview with The Australian, you said during the last Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race, “We had water above our heads, we were buried in water for a long time.” Do you ever get scared at sea?

Matt: I’ve never really been scared at sea. I guess I’ve been cautious, but not scared. There’s a big difference between ‘water’ and ‘water’. Is it spray coming over... which is happening all the time versus solid water. And I guess there is an issue of coming back to the John Fisher incident in the Volvo Ocean Race. The modern boats are going to have more and more solid water coming over them, and that’s creating some management issues for the people on board.

OFFSHORE: Do you ever get to that point where you think, “I’ve had enough of this sailing caper. Why am I even doing this?”

Matt: I think halfway to Hobart, probably every other year, I wonder why the hell am I doing this? But look, I think it’s so intertwined with just having an adventure. There are very few sports that you can play at this age and still compete against at that level. And that’s the beauty of sailing. I mean, you can do it in some other sports, but there’s not that many. There’s nothing like the Rolex Sydney Hobart race, you know, the start, the finish, the international recognition of the race. I think the passion keeps going and these new boats, as I said they’re not easy to sail, but boy they’re fun and they’re incredibly rewarding to sail.

OFFSHORE: The last question is a bit of a light-hearted one to finish off. We wanted to know if you’ve ever been seasick? And if so, how badly?!

Matt: You know, I’ve never been seasick.

OFFSHORE: That’s a terrible non-story!

Matt: However, I think everybody can get seasick. I mean, there’s no doubt that one day I think I’ll be seasick. But it hasn’t got me yet.

OFFSHORE: When we’re talking about these hairy situations, it sounds like you find them more exhilarating than stressful?

Matt: It’s about putting really good people round you. And having a good decision-making process on the boat. There’s a lot of times, for everybody, where they’ve got to make decisions about sail changes and navigations or “Can we get around a particular point with this sail, or do we need to change sails?” I think whether it be in business or sailing or whatever, having good people around you and making sure you’ve got the right decision-making sort of process happening gives you the best chance of success.

It’s really important when you’re racing at that level. Because things can go wrong. And the one thing you know about a boat, is that if one thing goes wrong, it tends to multiply. If you can stop that first thing going wrong, or really limit that first thing going wrong, because things do go wrong. It’s just a matter of trying to win it back and that will give you your best chance.

OFFSHORE: That’s quite a good metaphor for life isn’t it?

Matt: There’s a lot of similarities, for sure.
A Tribute

Vale Jeannette Dorothy York OAM
LIFE MEMBER CYCA
1935 - 2018

I first met Jeannette in 1984 when I joined the Associates Committee. I immediately noticed this impressive, self-assured and knowledgeable lady who knew everything about the CYCA’s history, its members and their yachts. I later learnt that she and her family had been involved with the Club from day one, and that she was around nine years of age when her father, the late Merv Davey, became a founding member of the Club in 1944. Jeannette was an original member of the Associates Committee which was formed in September 1963. She was a wealth of knowledge and it was always entertaining to hear her historical tales about early days at the Club and about ocean yacht racing in general, both in Australia and overseas. Her memory for detail was amazing: dates, time, places, people, and boat names.

Jeannette was passionate about sailing, the CYCA and Sydney Harbour, and served as Vice-Chair of the Sydney Harbour National Park Advisory Committee from 1994 to 1999 and as an inaugural member of the Lower Parramatta River Catchment Management Committee.

From 2000-2008 Jeannette convened the Associates Annual Parade of Sail and Blessing of the Fleet, which was for Classic Yachts of 25 years and over plus she was judge of the Ship Shape and Bristol Fashion Awards, which took place during the parade, from 2011-2014. She personally knew most of the owners and details of their beautiful wooden yachts. Jeannette arranged for the Sydney Heritage Fleet’s 73’ Edwardian schooner “Boomerang”, built in 1903, to be the official start vessel, along with an RAN Chaplain to bless the fleet and the Sydney-Hobart cannon to start the parade. Her husband Michael York OAM, a CYCA 50+ Year member, skippered Boomerang on the day.

It was a pleasure to work with Jeannette on the Associates Committee. She was precise, articulate, had the ability to allocate work and follow through on any project with no fuss or bother. Her involvement with the Members and Services Committee is also well noted.

I was President of the Associates Committee in 2005 when they celebrated their 40th Anniversary. In the lead-up to this event and to make it a double celebration, it was my honour to nominate Jeannette to the CYCA board for Life Membership. This was to acknowledge her hard work and contribution to 40 consecutive years of membership and uninterrupted dedication and loyalty to the Associates Committee.

Jeannette became the first woman Life Member of the CYCA. She is a highly respected sailor and along with Michael they sponsor the York Family Cornthian Trophy in the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race.

Jeannette was always working on some project, be it for her family, managing her home stay, PLC Ex-Students’ Association, or her local community. She was awarded her Order of Australia Medal in 2015 “for service to the community of Drummoyne and to local government”. Jeannette was the Deputy Mayor of Drummoyne from 1995-1996 and was a councillor from 1989-2001. She was also a stalwart member of the Drummoyne Community Centre and served as its Vice President.

Jeannette was a devoted wife, mother and grandmother and our condolences go to Michael and the York family.

Gail Lewis-Bearman
CYCA – Life Member

Tara Blanc-Ramos: Young achiever

21-year-old Tara Blanc-Ramos is doing what the Youth Sailing Academy (YSA) graduates do best, knocking out a university degree while winning races around the world...

Tara Blanc-Ramos is currently completing her fourth year of a combined Bachelor of Commerce and Arts degree. During the past four years she’s also managed to show up to sailing training three times a week and a race every weekend. How does she do it? Well for starters she’s pretty modest about her time-management skills.

“It kind of worked out okay for me because being acommercial degree, it’s not a lot of hands-on time at uni, so I had more time to be able to do my own work at home.”

Sailing mates Harry Price and Angus Williams competed with her in the 2015 Governor’s Cup, the oldest international youth match racing regatta in the world. It was her first major international regatta. They won. Fast forward to 2017 and the same YSA team won the World Youth Match Racing Championship held at the Balboa Yacht Club in Newport Beach, California. World’s attracts only the best youth sailors from around the world and competition is notoriously tough. When the boys, Harry and Gus competed without Tara in the Governor’s Cup in 2017, two weeks prior to World’s, they came fourth place without her.

“It was kind of fun to be able to go over there and say, ‘well I still want to give it a go. There’s a lot of young girls like Emma May for instance who said, ‘I want to do a Hobart, I want to try it now.’ (May completed her first Hobart at 18). And she just happens to love it.”

Does that encourage her to do a Hobart having watched Emma?

“I’ve known Emma since we were probably 10 years old. We both grew up sailing. It’s pretty cool to see that she did (the Rolex Sydney Hobart Yacht Race) early and enjoyed it so much. She was a bowman, which is one of the more challenging positions in an offshore race. It’s great to hear someone say, ‘It’s really good. I want to keep doing it!’

What’s next for this intrepid YSA sailor?

“I’ve done a couple of one-design races and IRC racing and things like that which I really enjoy. I’d like to get into a bit more of that, on bigger boats. And I still enjoy a Sunday race. This year the YSA has the Women’s Nationals, so I’d like to come back and do that.”

Her studies finish mid next year which means she’s obviously going to be looking for - “Yeah, a proper job.” Blanc-Ramos says with a laugh.

No doubt she will approach her professional career with the same vigour as she has her sailing.
Preparing the CYCA’s next generation

At this time of year, many dinghy sailors are looking for opportunities so they can continue sailing throughout the winter months. Most dinghy clubs run programs for junior sailors from October to March - the Youth Sailing Academy (YSA) is able to offer several options to take them through the winter.

The entry level for the YSA is the School Holiday program. These four-day courses run over the holiday periods and are a great introduction to the Elliott 7 keelboats. With four days exploring Sydney Harbour, learning the basic rules of sailing and finishing with an afternoon of fleet racing, this course is a great introduction for 14- to 18-year-old sailors.

At the next level, sailors are selected to join the tiered structure of winter squads commencing in April/May each year where they have the opportunity to extend their experience on the Elliott 7s. Sailors who are 14 to 16 years old, can join the Talented Sailor Squad (TSS) which focuses on fleet racing, 15- to 17-year-old sailors can join the Development Match Racing Squad (DMR) which introduces sailors to the rules of match racing and 17- to 24-year-old sailors can join the Advanced Squad, continuing their match racing training and representing CYCA in State, National and International events.

Finding young sailors to fill the School Holiday Courses and TSS has been made easier with the generosity of CYCA member, John Kirby and Sun Foundation. Through this donation, the YSA can offer scholarships to approximately 25 dinghy clubs within our catchment area which extends north to Newcastle and south to Illawarra. The YSA issues four scholarships (50% discount on courses) to each dinghy club and these are usually presented at their summer prizegiving to worthy young sailors who are keen to extend their sailing experience to keel boats and match racing. Many of these sailors are also aiming to join Members’ yachts for harbour and ocean racing in the future.

The YSA works with several match racing clubs as well as the dinghy clubs in our local area. With similar programs to the YSA winter squads running at Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron, Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club and Newcastle Cruising Yacht Club we have the ability to hold competitions on an InterClub level. DMR sailors are invited to contest the InterClub Cup which sees each of these keel boat racing clubs hold a one-day regatta where they compete in a club team for the title.

The CYCA team currently hold the title, returning it to the Club in 2017 after several years absence. The CYCA team currently hold the title, returning it to the Club in 2017 after several years absence. The more senior sailors in the YSA have the most on their plate during the winter season. The Advanced Squad program runs for 14 Saturday sessions with each session starting the day with one hour of fitness followed by an on-water sailing session through until mid-afternoon. Throughout the season, the YSA, with the support of several Members, is able to hold two World Sailing-graded regattas as training events. Shelving Systems Match Racing Regatta is a one-day event in late June which is sponsored by Phil Tomkins and Shelving Systems and Captain John Piper is a two-day event, sponsored by Dean Harrigan. The YSA invites its fellow match racing clubs to these events to share the competition and regatta practice during our training seasons. These regattas are important training days for the NSW and Australian Match Racing Championships (Open, Women’s and Youth) which are all held at the end of the training season. In 2018, all of these Championship events have been awarded to CYCA to host in recognition of the 25th Anniversary of the formation of the YSA.

Follow the CYCA’s YSA on Facebook at Facebook.com/CYCAYSA.
If you met me 12 months ago I was a workaholic. I was totally buried in my career as a coping mechanism to manage my life with a spinal cord injury. I was feeling lost and unsure of myself after having been medically suspended from competing in my para-equestrian sport. The doctors believed I had developed Multiple Sclerosis.

So how is it that today I emanate a different kind of happiness and confidence? A healthy passion and love for my family-like community of friends? I didn’t quit my job. I didn’t uproot my home. And I didn’t have a sea change – well, as such. Quite simply, the girl who had always disliked boats, got on a yacht for the first time and fell in love with sailing. I fell hard and fast. Spiritually, physically and literally! Spiritually. It was the moment the bow of Kayle, the 54’ Lyons yacht, belonging to Sailors with disABILITIES (SWD) was turned down. I felt her accelerate as her sails harnessed the natural power of the wind. Physically. The instructors forgot to tell me in advance what the helmsman’s call of, “Prepare to tack,” means. I had to work out how to slide myself from one side of the boat to the other while timing it just right as the heel changed. Without warning, physically and literally I fell hard and fast!

But as the training sailing session for new SWD volunteers came to an end, I looked at my empty wheelchair awaiting my return on the dock, and all I knew, was that this is where I needed to be. Behind the fairy-tale of my sailing journey is a mountain of challenges and numerous unpleasant stories. However, all my sailing Instagram posts have the hashtag, #myfreedom attached to them. But how can I feel free when the physical challenges I face in life continue to besiege me even on the boat? A photo of me belies what is really going on as I sit on the rail as we beat upwind. My partially functional core muscles are screaming as I hold my torso up against the heel of the boat. My arm muscles too, burning from the strain to hold me upright because without any leg or backside muscles to support myself, my arms are the only thing keeping me on the rail and out of the ocean. The pressures on the crushed section of my spinal cord causes me significant nerve pain, battling fatigue, the threat of pressure sores, it is all constant.

But let me tell you there’s a much deeper meaning to #myfreedom than simply being free of my wheelchair. Whether I’m with my fellow SWD race crew who have disabilities, or I’m taking a group of kids or adults with disabilities out for an opportunity to try sailing with SWD, the same rule applies to all of us and you too. The wind and the ocean doesn’t know if you can’t walk, can’t see or hear, are missing a limb, if you have an intellectual impairment or a mental illness. #myfreedom is because we all get treated the same – no judgements, no sympathy, no excuses. #myfreedom is because sailing is a level playing field, an inclusive sport that offers many adaptable options #myfreedom because every time I achieve a new milestone or simply go out sailing, I know the number of challenges I’ve needed to overcome, which builds my self-confidence and resilience. #myfreedom because if you want to be a sailor bad enough you’ll fight whatever demons you have and you’ll break through. #myfreedom because here I’m not a disabled person. I’m a sailor. 📸
I stood on the shore watching the start of the Rolex Sydney Hobart and thought I can do this... Zoe said. “What’s your dream and passion?” she asked.

These opening lines resonated with many of the ladies and gentlemen attending the luncheon.

The ladies of the CYCA live and breathe being on the water, they are competitive sailors, and it’s a love and passion like nothing else. Last year, after completing the Sydney Gold Coast race, I discussed the idea of a Women in Sailing lunch with a few competitors. It would be a gathering of a few fellow women sailors and those who support and embrace our efforts.

This luncheon proved to be a wonderful forum to network, share and compare stories, with ladies who are looking at getting more involved in sailing and to listen to those that have paved the way. It was a celebration of the past season, and an opportunity to reconnect after the first ladies race for 2018. A catch-up, where both men and women come together, to be encouraged and support each other’s abilities, ambitions and achievements.

We would like to thank our sponsors for their generosity and also thank our guest presenter Zoe Taylor.
### COMING ATTRACTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audi Centre Sydney Winter Series - Race 6</td>
<td>Christmas in July</td>
<td>Sydney Gold Coast Yacht Race - Race Briefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of Origin</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivia at the CYCA</td>
<td>Trivia at the CYCA</td>
<td>Trivia at the CYCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>04-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet the Wine Makers - The Local Whites</td>
<td>Audi Centre Sydney Winter Series - Race 10</td>
<td>Club Marine NSW Youth Match Racing Championship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaking System Match Cup</td>
<td>CYCA AGM</td>
<td>Trivia at the CYCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audi Centre Sydney Winter Series - Race 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trivia at the CYCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contreux Cocktail Bar from 2pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WINTER RANGE

Order online at shop.cyca.com.au

- **MEN'S EDWARD RUGBY GREY MARL**
  - Was $165
  - Now $82.50

- **MEN'S EVOLUTION CREW JACKET PLATINUM**
  - Was $220
  - Now $110

- **LADIES' BIARRITZ STRIPE POLO DAZZLING BLUE**
  - Was $90
  - Now $45

- **LADIES' LUCIA 3/4 SLEEVE STRIPE TEE PEACOAT WHITE**
  - Was $90
  - Now $45

- **MEN'S MONACO STRIPE KNIT ANTIQUE SAIL WHITE**
  - Was $165
  - Now $82.50

- **MEN'S MILES TIPPED POLO DAZZLING BLUE**
  - Was $95
  - Now $47.50

- **MEN'S SCATTERED POLO WHITE**
  - Was $95
  - Now $47.50

- **MEN'S BRAYDON L/S STRIPE SHIRT TRUE NAVY**
  - Was $115
  - Now $57.50

---

At Club Marine, we know your boat is your pride and joy and we want to help you protect it.

You can enjoy quality cover, as well as other membership benefits, including Club Marine Assist, Club Marine TV, our mobile app and Club Marine magazine.

---

Insurance is underwritten by Allianz Australia Insurance Limited (Allianz) ABN 15 000 122 850 AFSL No. 234708 of 2 Market Street, Sydney. Club Marine Limited (Club Marine) ABN 12 007 588 347 AFSL No. 236916 is a related body corporate and issues boat insurance as agent of Allianz. Club Marine Assist is provided by Club Marine Limited. Assistance services are provided by AWP Australia Pty Ltd trading as Allianz Worldwide Partners ABN 15 097 227 177. Terms of service are available on clubmarine.com.au.

---

26 OFFSHORE

- **Audi Centre Sydney Winter Series - Race 8**
  - 01 05
  - Christmas in July
- **State of Origin II**
- **Pie, mash, peas & beer - $20**
- **Trivia at the CYCA**
- **Meet the Wine Makers - The Local Whites**
- **Shaking System Match Cup**
- **Audi Centre Sydney Winter Series - Race 10**
- **Christmas in July**
- **Contreux Cocktail Bar from 2pm**

---

**COMING ATTRACTIONS**

26

**WINTER RANGE**

Order online at shop.cyca.com.au

---

**MUSTO**

- **MEN'S EDWARD RUGBY GREY MARL**
  - Was $165
  - Now $82.50

- **MEN'S EVOLUTION CREW JACKET PLATINUM**
  - Was $220
  - Now $110

- **LADIES' BIARRITZ STRIPE POLO DAZZLING BLUE**
  - Was $90
  - Now $45

- **LADIES' LUCIA 3/4 SLEEVE STRIPE TEE PEACOAT WHITE**
  - Was $90
  - Now $45

- **MEN'S MONACO STRIPE KNIT ANTIQUE SAIL WHITE**
  - Was $165
  - Now $82.50

- **MEN'S MILES TIPPED POLO DAZZLING BLUE**
  - Was $95
  - Now $47.50

- **MEN'S SCATTERED POLO WHITE**
  - Was $95
  - Now $47.50

- **MEN'S BRAYDON L/S STRIPE SHIRT TRUE NAVY**
  - Was $115
  - Now $57.50

---

**At Club Marine**, we know your boat is your pride and joy and we want to help you protect it.

You can enjoy quality cover, as well as other membership benefits, including Club Marine Assist, Club Marine TV, our mobile app and Club Marine magazine.
WHEN YOU OVERCOME THE GREATEST CHALLENGES, YOU’VE MADE HISTORY.

This watch is a witness to determined crew, and precision teamwork. Worn by those who test the ocean’s limits. It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.